CHEER SQUAD VOLUNTEER
BRIGHTON MARATHON
Sunday 12 September 2021

Could you help to celebrate and encourage our team of runners on race day? Help them around the course by making some noise and showing them some Teenage Cancer Trust love. Join our team to help us make sure the experience is one our runners – or you – will never forget!

**When:** 3-4 hours, from 11.30am  
**Where:** Brighton Seafront  
**Supported by:** Elizabeth Brooks

**What will I do?**  
- Cheer, support and motivate Teenage Cancer Trust runners at a specific point along the route  
- Engage the public with the work of Teenage Cancer Trust  
- Be a friendly and approachable face of the charity

**What will I gain?**  
- The opportunity to be a part of an enthusiastic team of volunteers at an exciting event  
- Bang-bang sticks, a t-shirt, flags and other materials will be provided to really help you make an impact  
- Reasonable travel expenses will be covered  
- Support on the day as needed, from a dedicated member of staff.

**What skills do I need?**  
- Enthusiasm  
- Ability to be a team player  
- Reliability.

**To apply,** new volunteers should complete our [online registration form](#). Or if you’re already registered as a Teenage Cancer Trust volunteer, simple [email us](#). Either way, be sure to get your application in before midday on Monday 6 September.